
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS, EASTERN DIVISION

SOURCEBOOKS, INC.,

! Plaintiff,

v.! ! ! ! ! ! CIVIL ACTION NO. 1:11-CV-07738
! ! ! ! ! ! The Honorable Amy J. St. Eve

ANITA CLENNEY,

! Defendant and Third-Party Plaintiff,

v.

REED SMITH LLP and
DAVIS WRIGHT TREMAINE LLP,

! Third-Party Defendants.

ANSWER, COUNTERCLAIM, AND THIRD-PARTY COMPLAINT

ANSWER

! Defendant Anita Clenney, by counsel, responds to Plaintiff Sourcebooks, 

Inc.‘s complaint as follows:

FIRST DEFENSE

1.! Defendant Anita Clenney (“Clenney”) admits that she entered into a 

! contract with Plaintiff Sourcebooks, Inc. (“Sourcebooks”) for the 

! publication of a three-book series of romance novels. She further admits 
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! that the first of the two books published by Sourcebooks has been 

! recognized as a best seller by USA Today.  Clenney denies the remainder of 

! paragraph 1.

2.! Clenney admits that prior to delivery of the third book in the series, she, 

! through her agent, informed Sourcebooks that it had breached her 

! contract by failing to obtain Clenney’s consent or to compensate Clenney 

! prior to placing advertisements in Clenney’s first book for other authors 

! published by Sourcebooks. Clenney denies the remainder of paragraph 2.

3.! Clenney denies the allegations in paragraph 3.

4.! Paragraph 4 states a conclusion of law to which no response is required. 

! Insofar as a response is required, however, Clenney denies the 

! allegations in paragraph 4.

5.! Paragraph 5 states a conclusion of law to which no response is required. 

! Insofar as a response is required, however, Clenney denies the 

! allegations in paragraph 5. 

6.! Paragraph 6 states a conclusion of law to which no response is required. 

! Insofar as a response is required, however, Clenney denies the allegations 

! in paragraph 6.

7.! Clenney admits the allegations contained in paragraph 7.

8.! Clenney admits the allegations contained in paragraph 8.

!
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9.! Paragraph 9 characterizes a contract between the parties, which speaks for 

! itself.

10.! Clenney admits the allegations contained in paragraph 10.

11.! Clenney admits that she delivered the manuscripts for the first two books 

! in the series in accordance with her contract with Sourcebooks and that 

! the second book in the series was published on November 1, 2011.  

! Clenney is unable to admit or deny that gross receipts from sales of her 

! first book alone have been in excess of $96,000, as Sourcebooks has not 

! provided her with any royalty statement or other accounting for the 

! book’s receipts and to date has paid her only $2,000, and therefore denies 

! the same.

12.! Clenney admits the allegations in paragraph 12.

13.! Clenney lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about 

! the truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 13 and therefore !denies 

! the same.

14.! Paragraph 14 characterizes a provision in the parties’ contract, which 

! speaks for itself. Clenney denies the remainder of the allegations in 

! paragraph 14.

15.! Clenney admits the allegations contained in paragraph 15.

!
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16.! Clenney lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about 

! the truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 16 and therefore denies 

! the same.

17.! Clenney lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about 

! the truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 17 and therefore denies 

! the same.

18.! Clenney lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about 

! the truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 18 and therefore denies 

! the same.

19.! Clenney lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about 

! the truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 19 and therefore denies 

! the same.

20.! Clenney denies the allegations contained in paragraph 20.

21.! Clenney denies the allegations contained in paragraph 21.

22.! Clenney admits that on May 1, 2011, her agent emailed Dominique Raccah 

! at Sourcebooks and asked how Sourcebooks intended to compensate 

! Clenney for including advertisements in her book for other Sourcebooks’ 

! authors, which Sourcebooks had not mentioned during the contract 

! negotiations and which was not addressed in Clenney’s contract. Clenney 

! denies the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 22.

!
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23.! Clenney lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about 

! the truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 23 and therefore !denies 

! the same.

24.! Clenney lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about 

! the truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 24 and therefore denies 

! the same.

25.! Paragraph 25 characterizes an email from Sourcebooks to Clenney’s agent, 

! which speaks for itself.

26.! Clenney lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief about 

! the truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 26 and therefore denies 

! the same.

27.! Paragraph 27 characterizes an email from Clenney’s agent to Sourcebooks, 

! which speaks for itself. Clenney admits that her agent renewed her 

! request that Sourcebooks compensate Clenney for the advertisements that 

! Sourcebooks included in her book without her consent.

28.! Paragraph 28 characterizes a letter from Clenney’s counsel to 

! Sourcebooks, which speaks for itself. Clenney admits that with his letter, 

! her counsel returned to Sourcebooks her advance for the third book in the 

! series.

!
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29.! Paragraph 29 characterizes a letter from Sourcebooks to Clenney’s 

! counsel, which speaks for itself. Clenney is unable to admit or deny the 

! remaining allegations in paragraph 29 and therefore denies the same.

30.! Paragraph 30 characterizes a letter from Clenney’s counsel to 

! Sourcebooks, which speaks for itself. Clenney denies the remainder of the 

! allegations contained in paragraph 30.

31.! Clenney denies the allegations contained in paragraph 31.

32.! Clenney denies the allegations contained in paragraph 32.

33.! Clenney incorporates by reference hereto paragraphs 1 through 32.

34.! Paragraph 34 states a conclusion of law to which no response is required.

35.! Clenney admits that Sourcebooks breached its contract with her by failing 

! to obtain her consent or compensate her for advertisements for other 

! authors published by Sourcebooks that Sourcebooks placed in her book 

! and that she has informed Sourcebooks that her contract is no longer in 

! effect.

36.! Paragraph 36 states a conclusion of law, to which no response is required. 

! Insofar as a response is required, however, Clenney admits that 

! Sourcebooks’ position is that it was permitted to include in Clenney’s 

! book advertisements for other authors published by Sourcebooks and that 

! in so doing, it did not breach its contract with Clenney.

!
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37.! Clenney denies the allegations contained in paragraph 37.

38.! Paragraph 38 states a conclusion of law to which no response is required. 

! Insofar as a response is required, however, Clenney denies the allegations 

! contained in paragraph 38.

39.! Paragraph 39 states a conclusion of law to which no response is required.

40.! Clenney denies that Sourcebooks is entitled to any relief, including a 

! declaration that the parties’ contract remains in full force and effect and 

! that her failure to comply with its terms by delivering a manuscript for the 

! third book in the series constitutes a material breach, an award of 

! attorney’s fees and costs, and any other relief.

41.! Clenney denies each and every allegation that is not expressly admitted 

! herein.

SECOND DEFENSE

! The complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief may be granted.

THIRD DEFENSE

! Sourcebooks’ claim for relief is barred because Sourcebooks has unclean 

! hands.

FOURTH DEFENSE

! Any damages suffered by Sourcebooks were proximately caused by 

! Sourcebooks’ breach of its contract with Clenney.

!
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FIFTH DEFENSE

! Sourcebooks’ claims are barred by the doctrines of waiver and estoppel.

SIXTH DEFENSE

! Sourcebooks has failed to mitigate its damages, if any.

SEVENTH DEFENSE

! Clenney incorporates by reference hereto any and all affirmative defenses 

! generally recognized as applicable to actions of this type, including, but 

! not limited to, the fellow-servant rule, contributory negligence, 

! comparative negligence, assumption of risk, res judicata, collateral 

! estoppel, those defenses set forth at Fed. R. Civ. P. 8(c), and any other 

! affirmative defense known under existing law, rule, regulation, or statute, 

! or which may become recognized in the future by courts or promulgated 

! by rule or regulation or otherwise enacted into law.

! WHEREFORE, having answered the complaint, Defendant Anita Clenney 

prays that this action be dismissed and that she be awarded her attorney’s fees 

and costs.

DEFENDANT ANITA CLENNEY DEMANDS A TRIAL BY JURY

!
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COUNTERCLAIM

INTRODUCTION

1.! As described in paragraphs 26-28, infra, nearly all the major publishers 

! whose contracts set the “industry standard,” which has never included 

! Sourcebooks, include specific language in their contracts that secures the 

! author’s consent for the placement of such advertisements in his or her 

! books. 

2.! Sourcebooks is a small, regional publisher with a history of breaching its 

! authors’ contracts and engaging in conduct that benefits itself at its 

! authors’ expense. 

3.! Sourcebooks’ contract with Clenney did not mention or address the 

! presence of advertisements for other Sourcebooks’ authors’ books or 

! “cross-promotions,” as they are also known, in Clenney’s books. 

! Sourcebooks did not ask to have such language included in the contract, 

! nor did Sourcebooks offer to compensate Clenney if it decided to include 

! such advertisements.

4.! Despite the absence of such language in the contract, when Sourcebooks 

! released Clenney’s first book, Awaken the Highland Warrior, in May 2011, 

! Sourcebooks !included several pages of advertisements for books of other 

! authors whom it published.

!
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5.! Sourcebooks routinely and regularly places advertisements in its 

! authors’ books, and justifies its refusal to include language in its contract 

! authorizing such advertisements and compensating the author, by 

! claiming that including such advertisements is a standard practice in 

! the publishing industry.  

6.! Sourcebooks’ romance line, Casablanca, which published Awaken the 

! Highland Warrior, released its first title in or around 2008 and therefore 

! does not have an extensive publishing history.!    

7.! Sourcebooks was obligated to negotiate the placement of such 

! advertisements as a provision in Clenney’s contract and, if Clenney 

! consented to placement of the advertisements in her book, to compensate 

! her appropriately.

8.! Sourcebooks materially breached Clenney’s contract by failing to negotiate 

! language that authorizes the placement of advertisements for other 

! authors’ books in her book and provides appropriate compensation, then 

! proceeding to include such ads in her book without her consent. 

PARTIES, JURISDICTION, AND VENUE

9.! Clenney is a citizen and resident of the Commonwealth of Virginia.

!
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10.! Sourcebooks is a corporation incorporated under the laws of the State of 

! Illinois, with its principal place of business in the State of Illinois.

11.! Clenney seeks a declaration of her rights under 28 U.S.C. §§ 2201(a) and 

! 2202 to resolve an actual controversy within this Court’s jurisdiction 

! between the parties.

12.! This Court has jurisdiction of this action under 28 U.S.C. § 1332(a) 

! because the parties are citizens of different states and the amount in 

! controversy exceeds $75,000.

13.! Venue is proper with this Court under 28 U.S.C. § 1391(a) because a 

! substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to Clenney’s claims 

! occurred in this district.

FACTS

! Sourcebooks claims to adhere to the standard practice of the 
! publishing industry, but the reality is that Sourcebooks materially 
! breached Clenney’s contract by failing to obtain her consent before 
! placing advertisements for other authors’ books in Awaken the Highland 
! Warrior and to compensate her thereafter.

14.! In 2010, Clenney and Sourcebooks entered into a contract whereby  

! Clenney would write and Sourcebooks would publish a three-book series 

! of romance novels under its Casablanca line.

!
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15.! As required by the contract, Clenney delivered the manuscript for the 

! first book, Awaken the Highland Warrior, by the specified date of June 30, 

! 2010.! She also delivered the manuscript for the second book, Embrace the 

! Highland Warrior, by the specified date of December 31, 2010 (which was 

! extended by the parties’ agreement to January 2, 2011 because of the 

! holiday).

16.! Sourcebooks released Awaken the Highland Warrior on May 1, 2011. Even 

! though Sourcebooks had not sought, much less obtained, Clenney’s 

! consent to do so or agreed to compensate her appropriately, ! Sourcebooks 

! included eight pages of advertisements for books by other Sourcebooks’ 

! authors in Clenney’s book. The advertisements are attached collectively 

! as Exhibit A. 

17.! On the day that Sourcebooks released Awaken the Highland Warrior,  

! Clenney’s agent informed Dominique Raccah, Sourcebooks’ publisher, 

! that Sourcebooks had not obtained Clenney’s permission to place the 

! advertisements in her book, and asked how Sourcebooks intended to 

! compensate Clenney.

18.! Sourcebooks’ vice president and editorial director, Todd Stocke, 

! responded two days later and explained that cross-promoting authors on 

! back pages of books is “incredibly common,” especially within genres, 

!
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! and “has been so for decades.” He further explained that “there is no 

! compensation for authors for such promotional pages,” and claimed that 

! “some agents choose to add a ‘no advertisement’ clause” to their clients’ 

! contracts, which was not done here.

19.! Clenney’s agent responded to Stocke on the same date, and pointed out 

! that while cross-promoting authors may be common, a publishing 

! contract has a clause that gives the publisher permission to include them, 

! which Sourcebooks did not do. Clenney’s agent informed Stocke that 

! Sourcebooks did not have Clenney’s permission to “cross-promote in 

! any book, past, present, or “future …” and again asked Stocke how 

! Sourcebooks intended to compensate Clenney. 

20. Neither Stocke nor anyone else from Sourcebooks responded 

! further to Clenney’s agent about its inappropriate placement of 

! advertisements in Awaken the Highland Warrior. 

! Sourcebooks does not understand and therefore does not adhere to the 
! publishing industry’s “standard practice” regarding the placement of 
! advertisements in its authors’ books

21.! Sourcebooks claims to rely on the “industry standard” or similar 

! convention as support for its unilateral right to place, in Clenney’s book,  

! advertisements for its other authors’ books. 

!
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22.! Unfortunately for Sourcebooks, its understanding of actual publishing 

! industry practice as to the placement of advertisements in books is 

! incorrect. Therefore, Sourcebooks does not actually adhere to the 

! industry standard by having unilaterally placed advertisements for its 

! authors’ books in Awaken the Highland Warrior without having first 

! obtained Clenney’s consent and agreeing to compensate her. 

23.! As other, larger publishers’ contracts reflect, the placement of 

! advertisements, whether for the book’s author or others, is a matter of 

! negotiation, and the publisher’s right to do so is agreed upon and set forth 

! in the contract.

24. ! According to a contract from the Berkley Publishing Group, the “industry 

! standard” for publishers is established according to the practices of at 

! least two major publishers (such as Random House, Harper/Morrow, 

! Grand Central Publishing/Little Brown, and Simon & Schuster). The 

! relevant portions of Berkeley Publishing Group’s contract are 

! attached as Exhibit B.

25.! The custom and practice regarding advertisements of those publishers 

! who set the “industry standard” is relevant to demonstrating that 

! Sourcebooks did not comply with industry practice.

!
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26.! Simon & Schuster, one of the publishers referenced in the Berkley 

! Publishing Group’s contract, has the following language in its contract 

! regarding advertisements:

! Publication!

! (f)! Author hereby consents to Publisher’s advertising inside the front 
! ! and back covers and/or in the last four pages of Publisher’s 
! ! editions, books in print of Author or others, and any other 
! ! publishing-related advertisement associated with Publisher or with 
! ! any other of Publisher’s parent, subsidiaries, affiliates or divisions. 
! ! No other advertising will be printed in, included in (bound or 
! ! unbound), distributed with or inserted into any copies of 
! ! Publisher’s editions of the Work without Author’s prior written 
! ! consent.

! The relevant portions of Simon & Schuster’s contract are attached as 

! Exhibit C.

27.! Similarly, the contract used by St. Martin’s Press, another of the “Big Six” 

! publishers, employs the following language:

! INSERT OF ADVERTISEMENTS

! 24.! Advertisements other than for other books may not be printed in 
! ! any edition of the Work, whether issued by the Publisher or its 
! ! licensee, without the Author’s written consent. The Author 
! ! may require that a share of the advertising proceeds, if any, be 
! ! paid to the Author as a condition for the Author’s consent, if the 
! ! Author so elects. Nothing herein will preclude the Publisher from 
! ! authorizing a book club to include notices of availability of other 
! ! products from the book club within the ! book club’s edition of the 
! ! Work.

!
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! The relevant portions of St. Martin’s Press’ contract are attached as Exhibit 

! D.

28.! Similarly, Harlequin Books S.A., a leading publisher of romance novels 

! like Clenney’s, specifically addresses in its contract the placement of 

! advertisements:

! (iv)! Advertising

! ! On third party advertisements inserted into, printed in, or linked 
! ! via an embedded hypertext link or other process, any edition of 
! ! use of the Work: fifty percent (50%) of the Net Amount Received. 
! ! No royalties shall be payable on advertisements or listings of other 
! ! books, products or services of Publisher or its Related Licensees.

! The relevant portions of Harlequin Books’ contract are attached as Exhibit 

! E.

! Sourcebooks has routinely breached its authors’ contracts

29.! Prior to its dealings with Clenney, Sourcebooks had breached its contracts 

! with other authors as to various issues.

! Author A

30.! In 2009, Sourcebooks entered into a contract with a previously 

! unpublished writer represented by Book Cents Literary Agency, LLC for a 

! three-book series directed at middle-grade and YA (young adult) readers.

!
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31.! To compensate for its low advances, Sourcebooks induced Author A to 

! enter ! a contract by agreeing to spend $50,000 in marketing and 

! promotion efforts. Author A relied on Sourcebooks’ representations and 

! signed the contract to write the three-book series. 

32.! Sourcebooks published the first book in the series, but did not engage in 

! the marketing and promotion efforts that it had promised to Author A. 

33.! Sourcebooks’ failure to perform as agreed resulted in abysmally low sales 

! of the first book, and jeopardized the success of the entire series. 

34.! Author A retained counsel, who advised Sourcebooks that as a result of its 

! conduct, Author A intended to assert claims for breach of contract, 

! detrimental reliance, misrepresentation, negligence, and fraud. 

35.! Prior to filing suit, Author A and Sourcebooks subsequently agreed that, 

! with no admission of liability on Sourcebooks’ part, Sourcebooks would 

! release Author A from the obligations of her contract, permit her to !retain 

! the advances she had received, declare Author A’s book out of print, 

! and destroy its existing inventory of Author A’s book. !!

! Author B

36.! In August 2010, Author B, who was not represented by Book Cents 

! Literary Agency, LLC, signed a contract with Sourcebooks to write two 

!
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! books under her own name, as opposed to a pen name that she used for 

! another series.

37.! Although Author B complied with Sourcebooks’ contract, she did not 

! receive her advance until six months after it was due, did not receive 

! any editorial feedback on her submitted manuscript, and never received 

! payment upon Sourcebooks’ acceptance of the manuscript. 

38.! Then, Sourcebooks put two different covers (with two different names) on 

! Amazon for the sale of the book and used Author B’s pen name in order 

! to take advantage of Author B’s name recognition, even though Author B 

! had not agreed to write the books for Sourcebooks using her pen name 

! and had not given Sourcebooks permission to use the pen name.

39.! Even after Author B’s counsel brought Sourcebooks’ conduct to its 

! attention, Sourcebooks continued to attempt to sell and promote the books 

! (under Author B’s pen name) on various sites, including Amazon’s sites 

! in the !United States and the United Kingdom and on Sourcebooks’ own 

! site and in its catalog.

40.! Sourcebooks retained Author B’s funds and continued to move forward 

! with publication until Author B, through counsel, advised Sourcebooks of 

! Author B’s potential claims.

!
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41.! Sourcebooks ultimately accepted Author B’s return of her advance,  

! agreed that her contract was no longer in effect, and had Author B’s books 

! removed from the sites where they were for sale.

! Author C

42.! In 2009, after Author C, who was represented by Book Cents Literary 

! Agency, LLC, signed and returned her contract to Sourcebooks, 

! Sourcebooks had “buyer’s remorse” (or could not afford to pay the 

! agreed amounts) and tried to cancel the contract on the grounds that 

! Sourcebooks had not yet executed the contract and paid any !money to the 

! author, and therefore the contract was not in effect.

43.! Author C’s agent informed Sourcebooks that her client had executed the 

! contract in the manner specified by the contract, which made it binding on 

! Sourcebooks. After further consideration, Sourcebooks decided to move 

! forward with the contract.

44.! As of December 2010, Book Cents Literary Agency, LLC stopped doing 

! business with Sourcebooks, due in large part to Sourcebooks’ history of 

! breaching its contracts with authors.

45.! These examples make clear that Sourcebooks has had an extensive

! history of disregarding its authors’ rights and breaching their contracts 

!
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! when it suits Sourcebooks’ needs, while insisting that its authors adhere 

! without exception to those same contracts.

46.! Sourcebooks’ treatment of Authors A, B, and C were the subject of a 

! complaint filed by Book Cents Literary Agency, LLC with the Romance 

! Writers of America in July 2011.

! Sourcebooks wrongfully disseminated confidential  information about 
! Clenney as part of its complaint

47.! On October 31, 2011, Sourcebooks, by and through its counsel, Reed Smith 

! LLP and Davis Wright Tremaine LLP, filed a declaratory judgment action 

! against Clenney in this Court.

48.! Sourcebooks attached its contract with Clenney to the complaint as an 

! exhibit.

49.! Clenney’s contract bore her Social Security number, home address, home 

! and cell telephone numbers, and personal email address.

50.! Sourcebooks and its counsel did not redact her Social Security number 

! before filing its complaint, as required by this Court’s rules, the Federal 

! Rules of Civil Procedure, the Illinois Personal Information Protection 

! Act, and the Illinois Consumer Fraud and Deceptive Business Practices 

! Act, nor did Sourcebooks and its counsel safeguard the confidentiality of 

! Clenney’s other information.

!
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51.! Sourcebooks and its counsel certified falsely that they had complied with 

! the redaction requirements of Rule 5.2 of the Federal Rules of Civil 

! Procedure in filing the complaint.

52.! Clenney’s private and confidential information was available for review 

! on PACER as soon as Sourcebooks filed its complaint.

53.! In addition, Sourcebooks’ complaint, including Clenney’s unredacted 

! contract with her Social Security number, was posted on the Northern 

! District of Illinois’ website as a newly filed case, which is accessible 

! without a user name and password, and may be viewed and downloaded 

! by anyone with Internet access.

54.! Sourcebooks and its counsel never informed Clenney of their violations 

! and breach of her confidentiality.

55.! On November 2, 2011, Sourcebooks, by and through its counsel, filed an 

! amended complaint with a redacted copy of Clenney’s contract as an 

! exhibit, which eliminated ! PACER access to the original unredacted 

! contract.

56.! Sourcebooks and its counsel failed to notify the clerk’s office of their 

! violation in disclosing Clenney’s private and confidential information and 

! to ask that the link to the original complaint and exhibit be removed, 

! however.

!
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57.! On November 18, 2011, Clenney’s counsel contacted Sourcebooks’ counsel 

! and informed them of their violation. Clenney’s counsel also asked 

! Sourcebooks’ counsel how they intended to remedy their violation and 

! asked them for a response by November 21, 2011. Sourcebooks’ counsel 

! did not respond. 

58.! Clenney’s Social Security number remained available on the Northern 

! District of Illinois’ website to be viewed and downloaded by anyone with 

! Internet access until November 18, 2011, when Clenney’s counsel 

! informed Sourcebooks’ counsel of their violation and they contacted the 

! clerk’s office and had the link removed from the newly filed cases 

! listing.!  

59.! Because of the nature of Sourcebooks’ allegations and overall tenor of its 

! complaint, Sourcebooks’ complaint has attracted a great deal of attention 

! on the Internet, particularly on websites and blogs maintained and 

! frequented by writers and authors, who are interested in the issues 

! presented by the case and how the case !develops. 

60.! Such interest has necessarily resulted in Sourcebooks’ complaint, 

! including Clenney’s unredacted contract with her Social Security 

! number, being viewed, downloaded, and shared on a world-wide basis.

!
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61.! For example, an analysis of the link posted on the Northern District of 

! Illinois’ website reflects that the original complaint, including the 

! unredacted contract with Clenney’s Social Security number and other 

! information, has been downloaded in China, Mexico, Singapore, India, 

! Malaysia, Turkey, Poland, Israel, the Netherlands, Belgium, the United 

! Kingdom, Hungary, Denmark, Ireland, Germany, Sweden, South Africa, 

! Canada, Switzerland, France, Portugal, Spain, Australia, Japan, and 

! multiple locations in the United States. 

COUNT I
DECLARATORY JUDGMENT

62.! Clenney incorporates paragraphs 1 through 61 by reference hereto as if set 

! forth verbatim hereinafter.

63.! The dispute created by Sourcebooks’ assertion that it has not breached 

! Clenney’s contract is an actual, substantial, and justiciable controversy 

! between the parties that requires resolution by the Court.

64.! Sourcebooks included advertisements for other Sourcebooks’ authors in 

! Awaken the Highland Warrior without obtaining Clenney’s consent and 

! without compensating her.

!
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65.! Upon information and belief, Awaken the Highland Warrior, which 

! Sourcebooks released on May 1, 2011, has earned gross receipts from sales 

! in excess of $96,000.

66.! The financial benefit to Sourcebooks by including advertisements for its 

! other authors in Awaken the Highland Warrior is obvious, but Clenney 

! receives no benefit even though her book is the vehicle for the 

! advertisements and thereby serves to generate sales that benefit other 

! Sourcebooks’ authors and ultimately Sourcebooks.

67.! To resolve this actual controversy, Clenney seeks a declaration that 

! Sourcebooks has materially breached her contract by including 

! advertisements for ! other Sourcebooks’ authors’ books in Awaken the 

! Highland Warrior without ! obtaining her consent and without 

! compensating her for those advertisements.

68.! A declaration by the Court will resolve a substantial majority, if not all, of 

! the parties’ dispute.

COUNT II
 CLAIM FOR ACCOUNTING

69.! Clenney incorporates paragraphs 1 through 68 by reference hereto as if set 

! forth verbatim hereinafter. 

!
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70.! Sourcebooks’ contract with Clenney required Sourcebooks to pay royalties 

! and render a royalties statement to Clenney on or before October 31, 2011. 

71.! Although Sourcebooks has asserted that Awaken the Highland Warrior has 

! had gross receipts from sales in excess of $96,000, Clenney has been paid 

! only $2,000 ($1,000 upon signing her contract and $1,000 upon delivery of 

! her manuscript) and has received no royalties or royalties statement as 

! required by her contract.

72.! Upon information and belief, when Sourcebooks attempted to return 

! Clenney’s advance of $1,000 to her, which her counsel had sent to 

! Sourcebooks when he informed Sourcebooks of its breach, Sourcebooks 

! also included Clenney’s royalties check, apparently hoping that Clenney 

! would refuse delivery and enable Sourcebooks to claim — as it has — that 

! Clenney has refused to accept her royalties check.

73.! But given the huge disparity between Sourcebooks claims Awaken the 

! Highland Warrior has earned and the amount that Sourcebooks has paid 

! Clenney thus far, Clenney asks that the Court order an accounting of all  

! expenses incurred and monies earned by any and all editions of Awaken 

! the Highland Warrior and Embrace the Highland Warrior (the second book in 

! the series) and order Sourcebooks to pay Clenney all monies currently due 

! and to place any other monies owed to Clenney, but not currently due, in 

!
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! an interest-bearing account, and to render a royalties statement 

! immediately.

COUNT III
BREACH OF CONFIDENTIALITY 

74.! Clenney incorporates paragraphs 1 through 73 by reference hereto as if set 

! forth verbatim hereinafter.

75.! Rule 5.2 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure requires, in civil cases, the 

! redaction of an individual’s Social Security number from any filing made 

! with the court.

76.! A party filing a document using the Court’s CM/ECF system must certify 

! that it has complied with the redaction rules.

77.! This Court’s Local Rules requires compliance with the redaction rules. 

78.! The Illinois Consumer Fraud and Deceptive Business Practices Act 

! provides, at § 815 ILCS 505/2RR, that a person may not “publicly post or 

! publicly display in any manner an individual’s social security number[,]” 

! which, under the statute, means to “intentionally communicate or 

! otherwise make available to the general public.”

79. ! The Illinois Personal Information Protection Act, at § 815 ILCS 530, 

! requires the confidentiality of certain information, including an 

! individual’s Social Security number. 

!
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80.! The Personal Information Protection Act also provides that a violation of 

! its terms is a per se violation of the Consumer Fraud and Deceptive 

! Business Practices Act.

81.! Sourcebooks and its counsel violated Rule 5.2 of the Federal Rules of Civil 

! Procedure by failing to redact Clenney’s Social Security number from the 

! contract they attached as an exhibit to Sourcebooks’ complaint.

82.! Sourcebooks and its counsel certified falsely that they had complied with 

! the redaction rules in filing the complaint and exhibit.

83.! Sourcebooks and its counsel violated the Illinois Consumer Fraud and 

! Deceptive Business Practices Act by failing to redact Clenney’s Social 

! Security number from the contract they attached as an exhibit to 

! Sourcebooks’ complaint.

84.! Sourcebooks and its counsel violated the Illinois Personal Information 

! Protection Act by failing to redact Clenney’s Social Security number from 

! the contract they attached as an exhibit to Sourcebooks’ complaint.

85.! Sourcebooks and its counsel should have redacted other information 

! personal to Clenney, including her home address, home and cell phone 

! numbers, and personal email address, as that information was not 

! germane to Sourcebooks’ claims and its disclosure only added to 

! Clenney’s loss of privacy.

!
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86.! Sourcebooks and its counsel’s failure to redact Clenney’s Social Security 

! number and to safeguard the privacy of Clenney’s other information 

! violated their obligation, under appropriate statutes and rules, to maintain 

! the confidentiality and privacy of her confidential information. 

87.! Sourcebooks and its counsel’s failure to redact Clenney’s Social Security 

! number and to safeguard the privacy of Clenney’s other information 

! caused that information to be posted publicly and therefore to be available 

! to anyone with Internet access.

88.! As a direct and proximate result of Sourcebooks and its counsel’s acts 

! and/or failures to act, Clenney’s Social Security number and other 

! information have been viewed, downloaded, and shared all over the 

! world, with no way to know or identify those who have viewed, 

! downloaded, and shared the information.

89.! As a further direct and proximate result of Sourcebooks and its counsel’s 

! acts and/or failures to act, Clenney has experienced severe emotional 

! distress and anxiety because of the unlimited and uncontrolled 

! dissemination of her personal and confidential information.

90.! As a further direct and proximate result of Sourcebooks and its counsel’s 

! acts and/or failures to act, Clenney has been forced to incur expenses to 

! forestall any further breach of her confidentiality by those who have 

!
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! viewed, downloaded, and shared her personal and confidential 

! information. 

91.! As a further direct and proximate result of Sourcebooks and its counsel’s 

! acts and/or failures to act, Clenney has sustained other and further harm.

! WHEREFORE, Defendant Anita Clenney prays that this Court declare 

that Sourcebooks, Inc. breached its contract with her, which relieves her of any 

further obligation to perform under the contract; order Sourcebooks, Inc. to 

perform an accounting of all expenses incurred and monies earned by any and 

all editions of Awaken the Highland Warrior and Embrace the Highland Warrior; 

order Sourcebooks to deposit all such monies owed to Clenney in an interest-

bearing account; order Sourcebooks to render a royalties statement; award 

appropriate compensatory damages; award attorney’s fees and expenses; and 

grant any other relief the Court deems just and proper.

DEFENDANT ANITA CLENNEY DEMANDS A TRIAL BY JURY

THIRD-PARTY COMPLAINT

PARTIES, JURISDICTION, AND VENUE

1.! Defendant/Third-Party Plaintiff Anita Clenney (“Clenney”) is a citizen 

! and resident of the Commonwealth of Virginia.

!
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2.! Third-Party Defendant Reed Smith LLP (“Reed Smith”) is a limited 

! liability partnership organized under the laws of the State of Delaware.

3.! Third-Party Defendant Davis Wright Tremaine LLP (“Davis Wright 

! Tremaine”) is a limited liability partnership organized under the laws of 

! the State of Washington.

4.! Clenney’s claims against Reed Smith and Davis Wright Tremaine derive 

! from Sourcebooks’ complaint against Clenney and therefore may be 

! asserted in this action under Fed. R. Civ. P. 14(a).

FACTS

5.! Douglas L. Albritton and Peter M. Stasiewicz, who practice with Reed 

! Smith, represent Sourcebooks in its claims against Clenney.

6.! Elizabeth McNamara, who practices with Davis Wright Tremaine, also 

! represents Sourcebooks in its claims against Clenney.

7.! On October 31, 2011, Sourcebooks, by and through its counsel, Reed Smith 

! and Davis Wright Tremaine, filed a declaratory judgment action 

! against Clenney in this Court.

8.! Sourcebooks attached its contract with Clenney to the complaint as an 

! exhibit.

!
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9.! Clenney’s contract bore her Social Security number, home address, home 

! and cell telephone numbers, and personal email address.

10.! Reed Smith and Davis Wright Tremaine did not redact her Social 

! Security number before filing Sourcebooks’ complaint, as required by this 

! Court’s rules, the Federal ! Rules of Civil Procedure, the Illinois Personal 

! Information Protection Act, and the Illinois Consumer Fraud and 

! Deceptive Business Practices Act, nor did Reed Smith and Davis Wright 

! Tremaine safeguard the confidentiality of Clenney’s other information.

11.! Reed Smith and Davis Wright Tremaine certified falsely that they had 

! complied with the redaction requirements of Rule 5.2 of the Federal!R u l e s 

! of Civil Procedure in filing the complaint.

12.! Clenney’s private and confidential information was available for review 

! on PACER as soon as Sourcebooks filed its complaint.

13.! In addition, Sourcebooks’ complaint, including Clenney’s unredacted 

! contract with her Social Security number, was posted on the Northern 

! District of Illinois’ website as a newly filed case, which is accessible 

! without a user name and password, and may be viewed and !downloaded 

! by anyone with Internet access.

14.! Reed Smith and Davis Wright Tremaine never informed Clenney of their 

! violations and breach of her confidentiality.

!
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15.! On November 2, 2011, Sourcebooks, by and through its counsel, filed an 

! amended complaint with a redacted copy of Clenney’s contract as an 

! exhibit, which eliminated ! PACER access to the original unredacted 

! contract.

16.! Reed Smith and Davis Wright Tremaine failed to notify the clerk’s office of 

! their violation in disclosing Clenney’s private and confidential 

! information and to ask that the link to the original complaint and exhibit 

! be removed, however.

17.! On November 18, 2011, Clenney’s counsel contacted Sourcebooks’ counsel 

! and informed them of their violation. Clenney’s counsel also asked 

! Sourcebooks’ counsel how they intended to remedy their violation and 

! asked them for a response by November 21, 2011. Sourcebooks’ counsel 

! did not respond to Clenney’s counsel.

18.! Clenney’s Social Security number remained available on the Northern 

! District of Illinois’ website to be viewed and downloaded by anyone with 

! Internet access until November 18, 2011, when Clenney’s counsel

! informed Sourcebooks’ counsel of their violation and they contacted the 

! clerk’s office and had the link removed from the newly filed cases listing.

19.! Because of the nature of Sourcebooks’ allegations and overall tenor of its 

! complaint, Sourcebooks’ complaint has attracted a great deal of attention 

!
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! on the Internet, particularly on websites and blogs maintained and 

! frequented by writers and authors, who are interested in the issues 

! presented by the case and how the case develops. 

20.! Such interest has necessarily resulted in Sourcebooks’ complaint, 

! including Clenney’s unredacted contract with her Social Security 

! number, being viewed, downloaded, and shared on a world-wide basis.

21.! For example, an analysis of the link posted on the Northern District of 

! Illinois’ website reflects that the original complaint, including the 

! unredacted contract with Clenney’s Social Security number and other 

! information, has been downloaded in China, Mexico, Singapore, India, 

! Malaysia, Turkey, Poland, Israel, the Netherlands, Belgium, the United 

! Kingdom, Hungary, Denmark, Ireland, Germany, Sweden, South Africa, 

! Canada, Switzerland, France, Portugal, Spain, Australia, Japan, and 

! multiple locations in the United States. 

 

COUNT I
BREACH OF CONFIDENTIALITY

22.! Clenney incorporates by reference hereto paragraphs 1 through 21 as if set 

! forth verbatim hereinafter.

!
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23.! Rule 5.2 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure requires, in civil cases, the 

! redaction of an individual’s Social Security number from any filing made 

! with the court.

24.! A party filing a document using the Court’s CM/ECF system must certify 

! that it has complied with the redaction rules.

25.! This Court’s Local Rules requires compliance with the redaction rules. 

26.! The Illinois Consumer Fraud and Deceptive Business Practices Act 

! provides, at § 815 ILCS 505/2RR, that a person may not “publicly post or 

! publicly display in any manner an individual’s social security number[,]” 

! which, under the statute, means to “intentionally communicate or 

! otherwise make available to the general public.”

27. ! The Illinois Personal Information Protection Act, at § 815 ILCS 530, 

! requires the confidentiality of certain information, including an 

! individual’s Social Security number. 

28.! The Personal Information Protection Act also provides that a violation of 

! its terms is a per se violation of the Consumer Fraud and Deceptive 

! Business Practices Act.

29.! Reed Smith and Davis Wright Tremaine violated Rule 5.2 of the Federal 

! Rules of Civil Procedure by failing to redact Clenney’s Social Security 

!
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! number from the contract they attached as an exhibit to Sourcebooks’ 

! complaint.

30.! Reed Smith and Davis Wright Tremaine certified falsely that they had 

! complied with the redaction rules in filing the complaint and exhibit.

31.! Reed Smith and Davis Wright Tremaine violated the Illinois Consumer 

! Fraud and Deceptive Business Practices Act by failing to redact Clenney’s 

! Social !Security number from the contract they attached as an exhibit to 

! Sourcebooks’ complaint.

32.! Reed Smith and Davis Wright Tremaine violated the Illinois Personal 

! Information !Protection Act by failing to redact Clenney’s Social Security 

! number from the contract they attached as an exhibit to Sourcebooks’ 

! complaint.

33.! Reed Smith and Davis Wright Tremaine should have redacted other 

! information ! personal to Clenney, including her home address, home and 

! cell phone numbers, and personal email address, as that information was 

! not germane to Sourcebooks’ claims and its disclosure only added to 

! Clenney’s loss of privacy.

34.! Reed Smith and Davis Wright Tremaine’s failure to redact Clenney’s Social 

! Security number and to safeguard the privacy of Clenney’s other 

! information violated their obligation, under appropriate statutes and 

!
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! rules, to maintain the confidentiality and privacy of her confidential 

! information. 

35.! Reed Smith and Davis Wright Tremaine’s failure to redact Clenney’s Social 

! Security number and to safeguard the privacy of Clenney’s other 

! information caused that information to be posted publicly and therefore to 

! be available to anyone with Internet access.

36.! As a direct and proximate result of Reed Smith and Davis Wright 

! Tremaine’s acts and/or failures to act, Clenney’s Social Security number 

! and other information have been viewed, downloaded, and shared all 

! over the world, with no way to know or identify those who have viewed, 

! downloaded, and shared the information.

37.! As a further direct and proximate result of Reed Smith and Davis Wright 

! Tremaine’s acts and/or failures to act, Clenney has experienced severe 

! emotional distress and anxiety because of the unlimited and uncontrolled 

! dissemination of her personal and confidential information.

38.! As a further direct and proximate result of Reed Smith and Davis Wright 

! Tremaine’s acts and/or failures to act, Clenney has been forced to incur 

! expenses to forestall any further breach of her confidentiality by those 

! who have viewed, downloaded, and shared her personal and 

! confidential information. 

!
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39.! As a further direct and proximate result of Reed Smith and Davis Wright 

! Tremaine’s acts and/or failures to act, Clenney has sustained other and 

! further harm. 

! WHEREFORE, Defendant Anita Clenney demands judgment against 

Defendants Reed Smith LLP and Davis Wright Tremaine LLP, jointly and 

severally, for compensatory damages; pre- and post-judgment interest; attorney’s 

fees; court costs; and grant any other relief the Court deems just and proper.

THIRD-PARTY PLAINTIFF ANITA CLENNEY DEMANDS A TRIAL BY JURY

! ! ! !  

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ANITA CLENNEY
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! By Counsel

Adam M. Salzman! ! !
Adam M. Salzman (ARDC 6287280)
The Salzman Law Office
1111 South Boulevard
Oak Park, IL 60302
(708) 320-9888

Jeffrey V. Mehalic (Admitted pro hac vice)
Law Offices of Jeffrey V. Mehalic
2011 Quarrier Street
P. O. Box 11133
Charleston, WV 25339-1133
(304) 346-3462

Counsel for Defendant Anita Clenney

!
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